
SoundFoundations Cable Elevators 

 

             

 
Elevate your cables from the ill effects of carpeting and flooring that introduce “noise “into the system chain. The 

SoundFoundations cable elevator offers superb cable support performance by minimizing smear. This is achieved due to the 

cables low contact surface area (with respect to the surroundings) and the extremely low dielectric constant of the material 

used in the elevator. Using our elevators ensures the lowest insertion capacitance. This helps vastly in reducing the smear thus 

increasing resolution and controlling resonance.  

 

The main purpose of the elevators is to ensure the lowest possible capacitance with respect to the surroundings (i.e. ground) 

Lower the influence – lower the signal degradation, coloration and loss. 

 

Each elevator is a CNC cut acrylic horse having circular and semi circular cutouts for the cable. It features a Laser engraved 

monogram on the clear plexi giving the product a classy look. The elevator comes with an O ring that functions as a retainer 

for the top. 

Audiophiles have used CD jewel cases, porcelain glasses, towels and even toilet paper rolls to elevate their cables. The 

SoundFoundations cable elevator not only provides the best results but also does it in style. 

Testimonial By Schwinn Audio Consulting ( user since 2011 – Equipment DCS Scarletti,Tidal Amea,Cadence Canasya,Bertrum Audio 

cable,Silencable) :  

 

 

Features 

 Stable self leveling 3 point design 

 Dual cable support to keep your speaker cables,RCA s and power lines neatly separated 

 Water jet cut clear Plexi with Lazer engraving 

 

Specifications 

 Size: 4.5 inch tall and 3.5inch wide 

 Accepts cables upto 37mm in diameter 

 Color : Clear (transparent) to match all interiors 

 

 

 

 

 



CM 10 Cable Vertebrae/Cable manager 
 

  

 

 

 

CM 10 Cable Vertebrae/Cable manager 
The CM 10 cable vertebrae are an ideal solution to protect and organize the mesh of your cables and wires systematically in 
one single cover. Intended for home and office use. The profile coupled with the easy glide tool allows quick and effortless 
application helping the user to branch off cable at any point along the cover with ease. CM 10 can also be removed and re-
applied as often as required. It is the most efficient way to reduce messy, cluttered wiring configurations in computers and 
entertainment systems. 

 
 

 

Features: 
 Cable Sleavings for Protection and Clean up 
 Easy glide tool included 
 Polyethylene Material 
 Flexible, unbreakable and Insulated 
 Available with one roll and a clip with printed instruction 

 
Product Info 

 Model Code : CM 10 (1.5)  

 Dia 24mm – 1.5metre  

 Printed diagrams and instructions included 

 Available Colour: Black 

 Package weight : 250gms 
 
 

 
 

 


